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Abstract. Companies invest in new approaches to manage the ever-increasing complexities of
products and systems being designed today, and more importantly, those that will be designed tomorrow. These involve methodologies, tools, and the underlying platforms that support enterprise-wide integration of these methodologies, tools, data models, and design flows.
Simulation is a critical part of this investment. Unfortunately, simulation remains stubbornly
stand-alone and isolated. For the most part, simulation solution users and tool vendors have focused
on automating the simulation process for the individual design phases but not for the entirety of the
product’s lifecycle that starts with gathering of requirements and ends with deployment of the assets
in the field.
This paper demonstrates how an appropriate vision for providing simulation as a pervasive tool,
available on-demand within a comprehensive PLM platform (Product Lifecycle Management), allows users to resolve these limitations. This is particularly critical today as PLM platforms are beginning to shift to the cloud.
The goal of this paper is not to lay out a scientific theory, but to provide a practical example of a
challenge solved through a best practice. The authors have worked and communicated with many
OEMs that are all facing a similar set of challenges. These challenges are quite well-known and

hence the authors do not think it is necessary to take up room documenting them in this paper – we
think it is more important to document/present a vision for a real-world, working solution.

Principals of Systems Thinking
Systems Thinking is a holistic approach to analyzing and understanding how the system’s constituent
elements interrelate and behave, how they change over time, and how they fit in the context of a
larger system. While Systems Thinking is a general concept, many of its principles have direct
applicability to systems modeling and design processes as enumerated in Table 1.
Table 1: Systems Modeling and Systems Thinking Principals
Name

Description

Abstractions

Ever higher levels of design modeling that focus on design intent, behavior, and architecture across all design domains, instead of focusing on design details only within a particular domain, allow early validation of concepts.

Collaboration

Ease of communication across the traditional behavioral and
domain interfaces as well as organizational and specialization
boundaries help to eliminate silos.

Simulation and V&V

Pervasive use of democratized simulation to explore, optimize,
define, and verify across the entire lifecycle – providing simulation early in the engineering V curve.

Digital Thread

A resilient and adaptable platform that maintains and manages
traceability between data and design decisions across all design
domains and lifecycles; from conception, through detailed design and manufacturing, to physical asset maintenance and repair.

Centrality of the Systems Model
As already pointed out, companies invest in new approaches to manage the ever-increasing complexities of products and systems. This includes investments in the company’s digital transformation
(e.g., Model Based Enterprise), methodologies (e.g., MBSE), design approaches (e.g., Systems
Thinking), and tools (e.g., MagicDraw, Enterprise Architect or Capella). Equally important are the
underlying comprehensive industrial applications (or product innovation) platforms that support
enterprise-wide collaboration and the integration of these methodologies, tools, data models, and
design flows.
Highly advanced product architectures inherent in innovative new product technologies require
several critical capabilities as enumerated in Table 2.
Table 2: Key Characteristics of Advanced MBSE Platforms
Name

Description

Connected data model A single connected data model of the system under design that
includes definition of the core needs, requirements, functionality, architecture, behavior, variability, and domain specific im-

plementations - a data model that serves as a connective tissue
throughout all product lifecycle activities.
Pervasive simulation

A constant, central, and pervasive role for simulation, which
begins well upstream of the physical prototyping phase (often
before requirements are defined), supports all design lifecycle
stages, and supports asset modifications in the field via the Digital Thread and Digital Twins. This must include information on
how each simulation model was derived, what simulation engines were used, what variables were considered, and what were
the results. Very little design can happen, even in early concept
development, without a tight, iterative loop of exploration and
verification of the intended design and the changes to an existing
design – that maintains the context of the connective tissue
consisting of the systems model.

PLM platform

An open, flexible, comprehensive, resilient, enterprise-wide
PLM platform for configuration management and traceability of
all elements of all data models across all design and lifecycle
stages of the system – that incorporates the connective tissue of a
wholistic systems model. This includes configuration and
traceability between the systems model and simulation studies.

Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) methods define the system’s architecture and behavior
under complex usage scenarios, documented in a wholistic systems model. This occurs well before
the detailed design phase that will leverage a mix of software, electrical/electronics, hardware, and
mechanical components. These MBSE methods start with the highest-level requirements of the
system and facilitate analysis of various ways to fulfill those requirements across the system and its
subsystems. A high-level model or abstraction of the system’s definition must be authored and analyzed in systems engineering tools that simulate system behavior before committing them to detailed design in their respective engineering domains.
Once the systems model is captured and verified, simulation continues to play a central role in the
subsequent product lifecycle activities, but always in the context of the overall systems model. That
model is key to traceability between the different disciplines and physics domains.
Finally, and ideally, once the design results in an asset in the field, all subsequent (post manufacturing) maintenance and upgrade activities (that result in physical change to the asset) need to be
simulated by incorporating these changes in a branch of the Digital Twin of the actual asset. This
implies that a Digital Twin of the physical asset is available and that it does reflect the history of
post-manufacturing modifications of the asset. In some cases, physical tests must still be performed
after modifying the asset. In many cases, however, these physical tests are increasingly and prohibitively expensive and can be replaced with simulation performed against the Digital Twin. Again,
maintaining the context of the overall systems model (the connective tissue) is key to obtaining and
disseminating effective and comprehensive simulation results throughout the enterprise, for timely
and effective decision-making.

Challenge of the Simulation Silos
Unfortunately, simulation remains stubbornly standalone and isolated in multiple silos. For the most
part, simulation solution users and tool vendors have focused on automating the simulation process,
models and data acquisition, and hand-offs. The industry refers to this as SPDM (Simulation Process
and Data Management) and there are many successful examples of it (ex: Ansys Inc., Phoenix In-

tegration, etc.). Simulation and SPDM have helped to reduce the amount of physical testing of the
product itself. But SPDM, as it is often practiced today within its own silo, does not make simulation
a fully automated, repeatable and interconnected process available across all design abstractions and
lifecycle stages. SPDM today remains primarily the domain of experts since it is not exposed
throughout the enterprise. This means that non-simulation experts can’t perform design explorations
or verifications at different fidelities of the simulation models and at different abstraction levels of
the design - from system models down to the design of mechanical, electronic, electrical and software
details. Most importantly, SPDM of today does not allow product teams to maintain a system view of
the entire design across all design abstractions and within all design domains. In other words, today’s
SPDM practices do not “automatically” ensure that the integrity of the system function and behavior
is maintained, is verifiable, and is not inadvertently violated by some step or decision during the
detailed design or field maintenance processes.
An appropriate vision for managing system-centric and pervasive simulation capabilities can help
resolve many of these limitations as discussed in the subsequent sections.

Enterprise Wide Awareness
Create enterprise-wide (people!) awareness of the following:
Systems Thinking tenants. Practicing the basic tenets of Systems Thinking has an immense value
during cross-domain design activities. This is a foundational step on the path towards an MBE
(Model Based Enterprise) and requires the strong commitment of executive management. It is worth
noting that this is directly related to the technical ability of linking subsequent design data to the
system model structures.
Pervasive simulation. Simulation is an integral part of both sides of the engineering V curve, for
every design step in every abstraction layer. That it starts even before requirements are formed, that it
allows the product team to define design targets as requirements are broken down, that it helps in
verifying that design activities do converge on the requirements targets, and that it reinforces (or even
in some cases can directly replace) testing performed on physical assets (prototypes or products in the
field).
Simulation experts. Pervasive and democratized simulation does not replace the value of simulation
experts. In fact, quite the contrary – it makes their work more valuable, accessible, and reusable by
the rest of the organization.

Long-term Strategy
Develop a long-term view and strategy on how to merge the next generation of SPDM solutions with
an enterprise-wide comprehensive PLM platform that can represent all design models across all design abstractions and domains. This is strategic because the functionality of a PLM platform cannot
be achieved via the currently and stubbornly entrenched PDM (Product Design Management) platforms that focus on managing mechanical design data without having any context of the overall
cross-domain system intricacies. This is not something that enterprises can accomplish on their own tool vendors have a large role to play in this area.

Practical Examples
Select and implement practical examples (based on technology available today) for automating and
connecting simulation (processes, models, and data) across key lifecycle stages of a complex system.
The automation technology that is selected must enable the experts to capture their best practices in a
form that is safe and robust for the rest of the product teams (those who are not simulation experts) to
use.

Systems Thinking and Systems Engineering
As stated previously, Systems Thinking helps in understanding complex interactions and behaviors
of things of interest in a holistic way. Developing that understanding is a prerequisite for grasping
how a change introduced to the system will either preserve or modify the overall system behavior.
This understanding is obviously highly useful to engineering organizations working on changes to a
system design to meet existing or new requirements. Following examples highlight benefits of applying the principles of Systems Thinking.
Systems Thinking allows Systems Engineers to understand how an existing system works. This is a
prerequisite which allows them to intervene with the right requirements, functionalities, architectures, or interfaces to achieve the desired result. This is the phase in which Systems Engineers model
what is to be designed (product/system) within the relevant operational envelope (context) and at an
abstraction level that does not necessarily include implementation details. This phase is the essence
of MBSE (Model Based Systems Engineering) and it results in a system model which can be used to
explore alternatives as well as to define the authoritative target for the rest of the design organization.
Systems Thinking allows the rest of the organization to understand how the target system is supposed
to work (by referencing the model created by the Systems Engineers) and how individual detailed
design decisions across the individual implementation domains (mechanical, electrical, electronic,
software) may or may not intervene with that target.
Systems Thinking allows engineers working in the individual implementation domains (mechanical,
electrical, electronic, software) to understand how they may or may not intervene with other domains
via decisions made in their domain, by referencing the model created by the Systems Engineers. This
includes studying and negotiating alternate approaches across domains (e.g., distribution of weights
or allocation of timing budgets).

Simulation and PLM
The PLM software industry has been through several cycles, going from advocating high levels of
customization to rigid, out-of-the-box (OOTB) application domain-specific solutions. However, it
has been found that each company, even those in the same manufacturing industry, will uniquely
define the content and intent of the data to be managed within their enterprise Digital Thread and the
processes that guide their product teams. Hence, the chosen enterprise industrial applications platform needs to be highly flexible, open, and customizable, allowing the enterprise to define their own
data model, relationships and methods. An important additional requirement is that this level of
customization be easily and rapidly upgradeable to the latest version of the platform. A dirty secret of
most of the legacy PLM systems is that customization results in time-consuming and expensive
upgrades, resulting in many end-users lagging by many versions in their platform upgrades.
A requirements-driven, systems-centric unified data model within an open, vendor-neutral, extensible enterprise platform is a foundational building block of the MBE vision. Such an approach supports multidisciplinary, multi-fidelity systems modeling and automation, extending the power of
simulation to the broader product team. The product team, empowered to perform exponentially
more simulations, can now depend less on physical testing, when this is allowed. This data modeling
approach must be complemented by more effective enterprise-wide Simulation Process and Data
Management (SPDM), foundational to achieving closed-loop traceability with requirements, test
results, design data and product field data as depicted in Figure 1.
To ensure the proper operation of complex physical systems such as self-driving cars, requirements
are explored, defined, and modified along the entire system’s lifecycle, from the preliminary design
phase through the operational phase. Typically, the requirements capture the spatiotemporal and
quality-of-service conditions that the system should fulfill. Testing the compliance of a system with

the requirements may be quite challenging due to many items that should be examined and verified
for a given scenario, and the number of test scenarios to be considered. The MBE and SPDM vision
thus helps to rely on maturity-controlled simulation models to virtually verify system behavior at
each design iteration. In this particular example, the hundreds of thousands of tests scenarios make it
impractical to perform the simulations manually – automation is essential.

Figure 1. Requirements, Functional, Logical, Physical (RFLP) data model
and Simulation
The right PLM platform with comprehensive, embedded SPDM capabilities allows the product
teams to smoothly connect all relevant information of complex cyber-physical systems within the
Digital Thread by (a) providing a formal way to manage requirements, (b) associating requirement
parameters to behavioral models at the correct fidelity level and (c) automatically testing whether the
defined requirements are met by the system design currently studied when the underlying behavioral
model is simulated. See Figure 2.

Figure 2. The essence of PLM traceability (Digital Thread)

Practical Examples of Pervasive Simulation within a PLM Platform
The following three practical examples can already be demonstrated to various degrees using
commercially available simulation and open PLM solutions. Specifically, these reference implementations were configured using the Aras open PLM platform. It is important to point out that PLM
platforms are becoming available on the cloud in addition to being deployed on enterprise-managed
dedicated servers. That trend makes the availability of simulation as part of the cloud-based PLM
environment indispensable.
The simulation processes in the examples are already configured by the experts in a way that allows
push-button reuse by the non-experts (the role of SPDM), with full traceability into the enterprise
Digital Thread (the role of PLM). The data and relationships are managed via the same PLM platform
that manages all other simulation processes and provides the context of the entire system design,
including aggregation, passing and sharing of parameters, inputs and results.

Exploration of a Systems Model
This is a first example of using Simulation in a PLM platform. This scenario focuses on the system
model creation and verification, including initial and resulting requirements using parameters.
The example considers a full-vehicle system model subjected to collision with a curb (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Simulation of car hitting a curb
Requirements are managed in the open Aras Platform (https://www.aras.com) and broken down from
descriptive documents to physical requirements parameters to which expressions are attached to
define the acceptable ranges.
The parametrized system model is used to verify the forces and moments within the suspension
system of the vehicle, at each mount location for the lower control arms, given the following scenario: specified vehicle velocity and angle of attack when hitting the curb. Among the requirements
included at the system level is the maximum vertical acceleration under the curb hit scenario. The
Modelica behavioral model of the small passenger vehicle is provided by Modelon® (see Figures
4-5).

Figure 4. Modelica small passenger control flow system model

Figure 5. Modelica small passenger physical interaction model
The parameters defined in the simulation model control geometric dimensions and help to virtually
verify the performance of the system as the design changes. The capability to manage the simulation
model and automate its execution enables engineers and designers to programmatically change key
parameter values and explore different configurations. For example, Figure 6 shows the set of “hard
point locations” that define the geometry of key aspects of the suspension subsystem of the vehicle –
changing these locations, changes the design and hence the performance of the vehicle in the curb hit
scenario.

Figure 6. Parameters in Modelica model, defined to control the hard point geometrical locations
The forces and hard point locations obtained from the system level simulation are then applied to the
detailed analysis of the lower control arm (LCA), a key component of the suspension. The maximum
stress in the front LCA must be within a certain limit, in the curb hit scenario. Table 3 lists key values
demonstrated with this example.
Table 3: Exploration of a Systems Model
Name

Description

Process automation

The ability to automate system-level and detailed
simulations.

Parameter passing

Automatic management and transfer of outputs from
one simulation to the other.

Requirement verification

Automated closed-loop verification and validation
(V&V) of requirements using simulation.

Configuration control

A PLM platform that manages this data – value-driven requirements, system models, CAD models, product BOMs, simulation data and processes –
including configuration management and versioning,
collaboration amongst teams of engineers performing
different tasks, and full traceability.

Verification of a Mechanical Design
This is a second example of using Simulation in a PLM platform. This scenario focuses on the details
of a subsystem, already captured and verified via a high-level systems model. This example illustrates similar simulations that might be performed in other design disciplines: electrical, electronic
and embedded software.
Verification of a mechanical design often requires the use of multiple tools to be chained together to
perform the complete analysis and report generation. Figure 7 shows the Process Schematic of the
automation template that was used to perform this simulation automatically, using input parameters
from the system simulation described in the prior example.

Figure 7. Process Schematic of the automation template
First, the control arm geometry (Figure 8) is updated based on the input parameters that come from
the system level definition, using the CAD tool, Solidworks®. Then, a mesh is automatically created
using Beta CAE’s ANSA® meshing tool – the meshing rules are specified in the template, based on
the expertise of the experts. The structural finite element analysis of the LCA is then solved using
MSC Nastran® – the template automatically applies the loads and boundary conditions to the mesh
and generates the files needed by Nastran. Finally, the outputs of the Nastran code are processed with
VCollab® to create visually interactive (3-D) reports of the key results for assimilation, both by the
experts and the non-experts.

Figure 8. Control arm 3D mechanical model
The automation technique used by the Aras PLM platform generates the files that are required as
inputs to the tools at each step in the process, ensuring that when the design changes, even if the
changes are significant, the template works robustly. This level of automation, works robustly even
across an entire product family and is essential to putting the power of simulation into the hands of
engineers, who are not simulation experts, across the product teams of the enterprise.
Figure 9 shows the results of the finite element stress analysis within the 3-D reports generated by
Vcollab. Key metadata is automatically extracted from the raw results, and the graphical representations are appropriately annotated to help assimilate the results without needing to be a simulation
expert.

Figure 9. Results of the finite element stress analysis
Figure 10 shows the tree of related simulations that were performed by users in their quest to meet the
maximum stress requirement. This leaves a complete trace of these simulations within the PLM
platform, providing a clear picture of what was done, what changes were made in the inputs to each
simulation and which designs did or did not meet the requirements. Simulations can be easily compared.

Figure 10. Traceability diagram of related simulations
The seamless integration of Simulation within the PLM platform brings the power of simulation data
and processes to the broader enterprise, with the platform attaching the data automatically to the
Digital Thread for enterprise access and traceability – it is time to get simulation out of its silos!

Impact Analysis of an Embedded Software Field Upgrade
This is a third example of using Simulation in a PLM platform. This scenario follows a manufactured
asset into the field and examines the potential impact of a software upgrade.
Today, the increase in technological complexity of software and hardware has led to significant increases in system failures. Functional Safety standards address safety concerns by imposing requirements on the embedded software’s development and maintenance. Functional Safety guidelines
also emphasize the importance of bidirectional traceability from requirements to the released embedded software.
To explain the impact analysis of a field software upgrade process, this example covers the following
traceability scenario. A new feature is requested by creating a new Engineering Change Order (ECO)
for a Suspension Control Module (SCM) and linking it to an SCM Hardware part (with a unique Part
Number) and an SCM Software part (with a unique Part Number) in the Aras PLM platform. SCM
Software Part is a collection of Digital Items. A Digital Item is an Item-type that captures Software or
Software Artifacts as a PLM configurable Item-type in the Aras platform. Some examples of Digital
Items are Hex, BIN, EXE, ISO, S19, Instruction Manual, User Manual, Test Result, and Simulation
Model. Tables 4 and 5 enumerates key characteristics of a Digital Item.
Table 4: Digital Item Characteristics
Name

Description

Characteristic #1

Can be a Configurable Item

Characteristic #2

Has many Relationship types

Characteristic #3

Has a Unique Name

Table 5: Digital Item Relationships
Name

Description

Installed On

Hardware Part Number or Hardware Version

Installed Thru

USB or WIFI or Bluetooth

Installed Using

Software Tool Name, USB Image Tool

Depends On

Related Software dependency

Contains

Package of Software or Other digital items

Installed Where

Customer, Manufacturing Floor, Dealer location

Installed Using

At what stage during the Product Assembly process

Version Range Dependency Example minimum Hardware Version required or
JDK 1.6 + or Support a range of version for a given
dependency

Figure 11 shows the flow of the new feature development and release process in Aras PLM platform.

Figure 11. New feature request for Suspension Control Module (SCM) using ECO
Multiple domains collaborate and perform impact analysis at various stages of the development
process. For example, Simulation Process and Data Management (SPDM) brings simulation results
that are linked to the released software build for traceability and audit purposes.
Software tools from 3rd parties are also integrated to show the traceability beyond the Aras PLM
platform. Here are two examples of some existing 3rd party tool integrations: Embedded Software
Build is linked to GIT or Bitbucket Repository, and Embedded Software Build is linked to all the Jira
Issues fixed against the build.
Finally, a sign-off process is used to complete the release of the Embedded Software Build and all
other Software Artifacts related to the ECO.

In summary, the embedded software build release process is managed in the PLM platform by capturing all the related items within the platform’s various data models to achieve end-to-end traceability. Furthermore, automated simulation processes are used to ensure that changes to the onboard
software do not violate system performance requirements, thus ensuring a much higher level of robustness and success of software updates to assets in the field.

Conclusions

Systems Thinking and the use of systems models as the connective tissue of the Digital Thread go
together. Both are prerequisites to achieving the vision of MBE (Model Based Enterprise) and neither
can succeed without fully integrated simulation (SPDM – Simulation Process and Data Management)
across all design, manufacturing and maintenance phases of the product lifecycle.
Effective SPDM within the PLM platform enables packaging simulation as a reusable process –
Simulation on-demand for the product teams. A comprehensive, open, extensible PLM (Product
Lifecycle Management) platform provides SPDM with traceability and configuration management,
bringing simulation data and processes out of its silos. While today, packaged SPDM simulations are
triggered manually, a properly configured PLM environment can automatically trigger the same
processes through workflows appropriate to a specific design activity. PLM can also leverage its
configuration managed traceability across various design abstraction models (e.g., from systems
models through mechanical models through embedded software models – or vice versa) and design
stages to pass, aggregate, or share inputs and the results of the individual simulation steps across
different disciplines. That makes simulation, and by extension SPDM, a reusable PLM process across
the enterprise, with the Digital Thread connecting all relevant data to capture both content and intent.
The Digital Thread, used to its fullest, transforms mere data into reusable knowledge.
Simulation capabilities can be configured with today’s simulation tools and PLM platforms as
demonstrated with the practical examples. This helps to digitally bridge the traditional simulation
silos allowing simulation to become an integral and essential tool in the pursuit of a Model Based
Enterprise. This is particularly critical as PLM platforms transition to the cloud whether it be public
or private.
We believe that Pervasive Simulation in a PLM Platform is an essential element of the enterprise
digital thread, required to support a business and engineering culture that is powered by Systems
Thinking.
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